I. INTRODUCTION
Because of its high variability and complexity, the Ara bic handwriting recognition is still a challenging task for a classifier. As PGM (Probabilistic Graphical Models) classifiers mainly HMMs (Hidden Markov Models) and BNs (Bayesian Networks) are being exercised for writing recognition, showing promising results to handle with uncertainly of human writing, we investigate in this work their use for off-line recognition of Arabic handwritten words. As defined by Srihari and al. [5] , PGMs are diagranunatic representations of probability distribution. HMM-based algorithms were designed to han dle letters, words, stroke or pseudo-characters using one dimensional, two-dimensional or planar HMMs. Results were very encouraging in the handwritten case and appear to handle the cursiveness well as reported in [6] [7] [8] [9] . Some works focused on the use of HMMs for the recognition of isolated forms of Arabic letters or digits only. HMM success can be attributed to the probabilistic nature of HMM models, which can perform a robust modeling of the handwriting.
HMM-based systems received most of the attention, but other PGMs like BNs were also used and proved to have satis fying results. BNs represent a set of random variables and their conditional dependencies via a directed acyclic graph [10] , [11] . BNs allow representing probability models in an efficient and intuitive way. A Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) is a BN which relates variables to each other over adjacent time steps. The temporal extension of BN towards DBN have been recently applied to a range of different domains [12] , [13] . For that, the observed information used as an input for the DBN is made of pre-extracted features. It is possible to use low level data such as image pixels, by the application of DBNs to character recognition as done by Likforman-Sulem and al. [14] . In Mahjoub and al. [15] , multiple models of BNs are applied for off-line recognition of Arabic handwritten tunisian city names. Note that a HMM can be considered the simplest DBN where there is only one observation stream and one state sequence. The main difference between them is that in a DBN the hidden states are represented by a set of random variables whereas in a HMM, the state space consists of a single random variable.
We have built, in a previous work [3] , independent and coupled models using DBNs. The independent models are HMM-based architectures which observe either the sequence of feature columns (the vertical-HMM) or the sequence of feature rows (horizontal-HMM). The coupled models combine these two HMM architectures into single DBN. We achieved promising results. But the objective of this work is to in vestigate further DBN architectures that should enhance the recognition rates. This is done by linking, in different ways, the horizontal and vertical HMMs, each including an observation stream associated with state variables. In the proposed coupled models, the two streams, vertical and horizontal, are jointly observed and reflect the spatial correlations between these observations. The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we present the literature review. In section III, we describe our proposed system based on a new method of word baseline estimation, features extraction and different architectures of PGMs (Vertical-Horizontal HMM and DBNs) and show how our work makes it suitable for handwritten Arabic word recog nition. In section IV, we display and discuss some experimental results. Conclusions and prospects are drawn in section V.
II. LI TERATURE REVIE W
Below is a recapitulative table which summarizes some existing works for off-line writing recognition based on PGMs. We compared, as it will be shown, our system to similar systems such as those of Mahjoub and al. [15] , AlKhateeb and al. [16] and Masmoud and al. [17] which exactly handls with the same problem. AlKhateeb and al [16] used a data fusion scheme which couples two data streams, image columns and image rows into a single DBN classifier. In Mahjoub and al. [15] , the word image is divided into three elementary blocks reflecting its local description. For each block (composed of a character or a part of the word), a descriptors vector is computed which includes Zernike and Hu moments. As these descriptors provide signatures of continuous values and BN requires discrete variables, a discretization method, based on K-means, is used to transform the variables with continuous values into variables with discrete value. Finally, four variants of BNs were applied (Naive Bayes, Tree Augmented Naive Bayes (TAN), Forest Augmented Naive Bayes (FAN) and DBN) to classify the whole word image. In Masmoud and al. [17] , a planar HMM (PHMM) is considered. A PHMM is a HMM whose emission probabilities are also modeled by HMMs. It has a vertical principal model composed of seven super-states: beginning, end and five intermediate super states associated to the different logical bands (median zone, upper/lower extensions and diacritics zones).
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system consists of three main steps: 1) Baseline estimation, 2) Features extraction and 3) Word clas sification.
A. Baseline Estimation
Arabic handwritten words are not usually written with a single baseline because of its letter extensions. Thus, position of ascenders and descenders varies according to the writing style. For that reason the system tries not to extract a single baseline for the entire word, but a sequence of sub-baselines. It starts extracting by parts of the arabic words (PAWs) and filtering diacritic signs (see Fig. 1 ). For eac� wI:r� l c�nfosed of n PA�, their average width,
The baseline of each PAW can be estimated as follows:
# See Fig. 2(c) . The entire word baseline is formed by juxtaposition of its PAW baselines as shown in Fig. 3 (first column) . We compared between this method and the classical horizontal projection in Fig. 3 . As it can be seen, the extracted baselines, as we done, fit better to word support lines than those obtained by horizontal projection. 
B. Features Extraction
Once word baseline estimated, the effective word central band can be determined. As Arabic letters without exten sions (central letters as u, y, J, etc.), in central band, protrude more above than below the baseline (see Fig. 4 ), the upper respectively the lower band will be fixed to Baseline-HeightCentralAvg and Baseline+ 10 pixels, where the HeightCentralAvg is the average height of m central letters height found in words of the database. We extracted some structural features such as diacritic points, ascenders, descenders and loops, using upper, central and lower bands of the word. More precisely, we extracted 30 structural features: 10 features per column: Stem-Alif, Stem Kef, 1 Diacritic point to top, 2 Diacritic points to top, 1 Diacritic point down, 2 Diacritic points down, loop, Leg-Raa, Leg-Noun and Leg-Haa. For more accurate representat�o ? of the word, we locally observed word parts. For that, we dIvIded the word image into 3 rows: R" R2 and R3 and 3 columns: C" C2 and C3. For each row, from right to left, we computed the number of pixel transitions (white to black or black to white) along a horizontal axis which divides the word image rows in the middle, considering their position in the word: in the beginning (C,: the rightist quarter), in the middle ( C: 2: the middle halt) or at the end of the word (C3: the leftIst quarter). Note that C2 is taken as the su �n of C � an� C3 to consider the elongation aspect, often seen In ArabIC scnpt. We noted that the number of pixel transitions can vary from 0 to 5 transitions (6 possible values) per row and column. So 54 values (18 per row). For the columns of a word, we also considered the number of PAWs according to their position in the word (at the beginning C" in the middle C2 or at the end C3). This number varies from 0 to 4 or more. So 15 values (5 per column). For more details, see our previous works in Kacem and al. [1] [2] [3] [4] . In Fig. 4 , we give an example of features extracted from the 
C. Word Classification
We introduce in this section the independent HMM-based architectures and their combination into single coupled DBNs.
1) Vertical-Horizontal HMM:
Here, we conceived an in dependent two-dimensional HMM which considers features extracted from both columns and rows (see Fig. 6 (a».
-C, is defined by 15 features: 10 structural features at the beginning of the word and 5 PAW features (0,1,2,3 . or 4+ PAWs) which indicates how many PAWs there are In the beginning of the word. A PAW exists in the beginning if its gravity center belongs to the range of C,.
. .
-C2 is defined by 15 features, just like C, but only consldenng the middle of the word.
-C3 is defined by 15 features, just like C, but only considering the end of the word .. -R2 is defined by 18 features (just like Rl but only considering the number of transitions in R2 respectively in the beginning, at the middle and at end of the word).
-R3 is defined by 18 features (just like Rl but only considering the number of transitions in R3 respectively in the beginning, at the middle and at end of the word).
In sum, we used: 30 structural features and 15 PAW features from word columns and 54 features from word rows.
2) Dynamic Bayesian Network: To build a first DBN 1, . we thought about coupling the V-HMM and H-HMM (vertical and horizontal HMMs) by adding direct links between nodes in the graph to represent dependencies between state variables. Adding links requires learning graph structure from data or fixing a DBN structure for all word images. In our case, we set a structure as illustrated in Fig. 6(b) , (c): a DBN model based on coupling two HMMs in which we add a causal link (representing the time dependencies) from one time slice to another. The structure is completely known a priori and all variables are observable from the data. Coupled V-HMM and H-HMM are divided into 3 time slices (see Fig. 6(b) ). We also conceived a second DBN2 by adding connections between states. The objective is to consider all possible correlations between parts of word (see Fig. 6(c) ). Table II displays obtained results with the proposed mod  els: VH-HM1 ;& DBNl and DBN2 tested on words extracted from the IFNmNIT database [20] . As it can be seen, the highest rate was achieved when using an independent VH-HMM: 90.42%. In assessing the models on short words (having two PAWs at most such as shown in Fig.  7(a) ) and long words (with at least three PAWs as done in Fig.  7(b) ) and flat words (with two extensions at most (Fig. 7(c) ) vs. extended words (having at least three extensions (Fig. 7(d) ), we find that the best recognition rates are from long and/or extended words as shown in Table III . The more the word is long and/or extended, the more it contains PAWs, ascenders and descenders, the better will be represented by its structural features and consequently will be well recognized compared to and/or flat words. Table IV shows results obtained by some related works. It should be noted that since the methods involved use different protocols and different subsets of the IFNIENIT dataset, it is not possible to make a fair comparison. Actually, we only focused on some specific works which are closely related to our objective: PGM-based system for Arabic handwritten word recognition. So, we just considered works based on DBN or planar HMM which is a 2D-HMM and not works based on lD-HMMs. From experiments, conducted using a subset from IFNIENIT benchmark database, the recognition rates achieved by the proposed VH-HMM and DBN models, in comparison to some related works, are among the best for the same task. Overall, we achieved very promising results.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT S

V. CONCLUSION
The goal of this work is to conceive and carry out an automatic off-line recognition system of Arabic handwritten words based on PGMs. We build a variety of models, including a Vertical-Horizontal HMM. We also coupled data streams into DBN classifiers. This coupling is performed through a DBN architecture which combines two basic HMM: the H HMM whose outputs are structural features extracted from word image columns and V-HMM whose outputs are statistical features extracted from word image rows. Both structural features (ascenders, descenders, diacritic points and loops) and statistical features at pixel level in particular pixel den sity distributions and local pixel configurations are extracted scanning the word binary images from right to left and top to bottom. Additionally, we introduced a novel baseline word estimation to increase the recognition accuracy of deformed or inclined Arabic words. In the proposed DBNs, the interac tions are performed through states leading to efficient model in terms of model complexity. In our framework, all word classes share the same DBN architecture. We show models interest in off-line Arabic handwritten word recognition. In order to validate the proposed models, extensive experiments were conducted using the IFNIENIT database. Experimental results and quantitative evaluations showed that VH-HMM outperforms DBNs in terms of higher recognition rate and lower complexity. In fact, the highest rate was achieved when using an independent VH-HMM: 90.42%. We plan to look for the best representation of the Arabic word image respecting its morphology and to test with other architectures which may provide higher performance.
